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Abstract 

Fluoroscopic procedures are commonly used in today’s healthcare and involve ionizing 
radiation exposure to personnel and patients. During these procedures the patient is placed 
on a surgical table. The board on which the patient is lying on is referred to as the table top, 
and how different table top materials affect the image quality and radiation exposure has 
been investigated in this report.  

Radiation exposure measurements at different sites have been recorded with both a 
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and an anthropomorphic phantom representing a patient. 
Image quality assessment was made in terms of contrast, signal-to-noise ratio and modular 
transfer function.  

The result showed that a higher table top attenuation or a higher tube voltage may lead to a 
lower dose but also a reduction in image quality. The preferred tube voltage and current, 
and resulting image quality is task dependent, i.e. dependent on the type of clinical 
procedure, which makes it hard to generalize in the selection of a certain table. 

Two methods have been proposed when selecting a table, one which can be considered as 
quantification of the trade-off between image quality and radiation dose, the other one is a 
fast method for comparing a large amount of tables. 
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Sammanfattning 

Procedurer där fluoroskopi används är vanligt förekommande i dagens sjukvård och kan 
innebära skadliga röntgendoser till personal och patienter. Under dessa procedurer är 
patienten placerad på ett operationsbord. Hur olika bordskivsmaterial påverkar bildkvalitet 
och stråldos har undersökts i denna rapport. 
 
Olika typer av stråldoser har uppmätts där representationen av en patient har utgjorts i form 
av ett polymetylmetakrylat (PMMA)-fantom samt ett antropomorfiskt fantom. Analysen av 
bildkvalitet har kvantifierats i form av kontrast, signal-brusförhållande samt modular transfer 
function. 
 
Resultaten visade att bordstoppar med högre attenuering eller en högre rörspänning kan 
leda till en lägre dos men samtidigt till en sämre bildkvalitet. Den valda rörspänningen och 
rörströmmen, och den resulterande bildkvaliteten är beroende av vilken typ av procedur 
som utförs vilket gör det svårt att generalisera i valet av ett specifikt operationsbord.  
 
Två metoder har föreslagits vid valet av operationsbord, en som kan betraktas som en 
kvantifiering av avvägningen mellan bildkvalitet och stråldos samt en annan snabb metod för 
att jämföra ett större antal operationsbord.  
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1 Introduction 
Fluoroscopy is concerned with X-ray transmission images, but instead of recording a single 
frame as in conventional X-ray imaging, a sequence of images is viewed in real time. 
Fluoroscopy is used in a wide variety of procedures and examinations to treat and diagnose 
patients. Fluoroscopy has been integrated in the diagnostic radiology field since early 20th 
century. It started off as a diagnostic tool and involved relatively small risks to patients and 
practitioners due to short examination times. [1] More recently, since the mid 80’s, it has 
been used for an increased fraction of interventional procedures that are generally more 
time consuming, which implies a larger amount of radiation dose to the patient and 
personnel. [1] Some examples of procedures are catheter insertion and manipulation, 
placement of devices within the body such as stents, and angiograms to visualize blood 
vessels and organs. The highest radiation doses registered among medical personnel come 
from interventional procedures using a fluoroscopic unit. [2, 3] 

Fluoroscopy procedure times depend on the clinical application. They may be as short as 1-3 
minutes for barium contrast studies and they may be 15 minutes or longer for complex 
interventional procedures. [4] Since the screening time is highly dependent on the 
procedure there is a potential risk of delivering high doses to the patient and personnel. 

Ionizing radiation imaging is characterized by a constant trade-off between image quality 
and radiation dose. There are two underlying principles of radiation protection. The first 
principle, called the justification principle, states that ionizing radiation should not be used 
unless the benefits exceed the risks to those who are likely to be exposed. The other 
principle is that of optimization, where doses should be kept according to ALARA (As Low As 
Reasonably Achievable). On top of the underlying principles different healthcare systems 
have dose limit regulations. [4] 

During a fluoroscopic procedure the patient is placed on a surgical table. Different materials 
of the table tops have different attenuation properties which lead to different X-ray 
filtration, which in turn affect the amount of transmitted, absorbed and scattered photons in 
the table. How the different table tops affect image quality and radiation dose has not been 
thoroughly investigated to the best of our knowledge. 

Stille AB has developed a new surgical table, the imagiQ2TM, with a patent pending low 
attenuation carbon fiber table top. Initial studies conducted at the Shoreline Surgical 
Associates Clinic, Middletown CT, has shown that the usage of this new table top reduced 
radiation exposure compared to Stille AB’s earlier version imagiQ1 that has a higher 
attenuation. The purpose of this study was to further investigate how the low attenuation of 
the imagiQ2 table top affects image quality and radiation dose compared to primarily 
imagiQ1 used with a C-arm fluoroscopy unit. Some additional comparisons were made with 
another table top from Maquet. Furthermore, methods of comparing table tops in a 
quantitative manner were suggested. 
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2 Goals and Delimitations 
 

2.1 Goals 
The goals for this master’s thesis were the following: 

1) Estimate how different table tops affect the radiation dose to patients and 
personnel. 

 
2) Determine how different table tops affect the image quality during fluoroscopy in 

terms of: 

 Contrast 

 Signal-to-noise ratio 

 Spatial resolution 
 

3) Propose a method for evaluation and differentiation among different table tops for 
fluoroscopy, in terms of radiation exposure and image quality, based on analysis of 
the results for goal 1 and 2. 

 

2.2 Delimitations 
This master’s thesis had the following delimitations: 

1) The table tops investigated were imagiQ1 and imagiQ2 by Stille and Alphamaquet 
1150 by Maquet. 

2) The different table tops’ effect on radiation dose and image quality was assessed 
using phantoms. No patients were involved in the experiments. 

3) The dose measurements were limited to the C-arm’s built-in pre-settings; mostly the 
one called ‘Chest’ as a thorax phantom was used to represent a patient.  

4) The C-arm was used in continuous fluoroscopy mode. Pulsed fluoroscopy was not 
investigated. 

5) The evaluation of the tables was limited to the table tops and their attenuation, no 
other functionalities were investigated. 
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3 Theoretical Background 
A C-arm fluoroscopic unit, which can be seen in figure 1, consists of an X-ray tube that 
produces X-rays at one end and a detector that detects these X-rays at the other end. It is 
shaped like the letter “C” and is therefore called C-arm. 

 

Figure 1 - C-arm fluoroscopy unit 

 

During a fluoroscopic procedure the patient is placed on a surgical table which is located 
between the X-ray tube and the image intensifier of the C-arm.  The material and thickness 
of the table (and the patient) affect how large output is needed to get an appropriate image 
quality for diagnosing or intervention. The board on which the patient is lying on, referred to 
as the table top, can be made out of different materials which yields different attenuation 
properties. 

Carbon fiber is a material that is commonly used in radiology due to its mechanical strength, 
low density and radiotranslucence [5]. The table top developed by Stille, which is used in this 
report, is made of carbon fiber. 

The background chapter of this thesis explains the production and characteristics of X-rays, 
in order to understand how X-rays are produced and what happens when the X-rays travel 
through the table tops and interacts with the material. It is also explained how image quality 
is defined in this thesis, to understand the measurements that were done to quantify 
different image quality parameters. 

This thesis is written with the assumption that the reader has some knowledge of medical X-
ray imaging. For detailed explanations of certain parts, that is beyond the scope of this 
thesis, we refer to literature. 
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3.1 X-ray Production and Characteristics  
X-rays are produced when electrons are accelerated towards the anode in the X-ray tube. 
The majority of the produced radiation consists of Bremsstrahlung, which contains multiple 
energies. Characteristic X-rays are also created, which always have one certain energy 
depending on the material of the anode.  The resulting energy spectrum is thus a collection 
of all photon energies within one X-ray beam, see figure 2.  

 

Figure 2 - Energy spectrum consisting of Bremsstrahlung and characteristic X-rays. 

 

To know what occurs when X-rays of different energies pass through the table top it is of 
importance to understand how the energy spectrum is affected by different settings of tube 
voltage and current and also what happens when you apply a filter to the X-ray beam, as the 
table top has a filtering effect.  

The voltage of the X-ray tube determines the amount of kinetic energy the electrons have 
when they hit the anode. An increase in voltage results in an increase in the maximum 
energy of the photons emitted. The average energy also increases, as will the total intensity, 
with an increased tube voltage. This is displayed in figure 3. 
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Figure 3 - The voltage effect on the X-ray spectrum 

 

The tube current is a measure of the amount of electrons that are accelerated towards the 
anode. An increase in the tube current results in an increase in the total intensity of the 
beam, due to the larger amount of electrons available that hits the anode and produces X-
ray photons. An increase in tube current does not change the maximum energy of the 
spectrum. This is displayed in figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 - Tube currents effect on the X-ray spectrum 

The table top works as a filter when placed in the beam. The use of a filter will change the 
content of the X-ray spectrum. As mentioned earlier in section 3, the C-arm has an X-ray 
tube in which the X-rays are produced. This tube also contains filters that are placed in the 
beam path to attenuate the photons with low energy (below approximately 30 keV). 
Photons of these low energies have a bad penetrating ability and do normally not contribute 
to the image, they only deliver unnecessary dose to the patient. This is why they are filtered 
out. 
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The thickness and material of the filter determine the extent of attenuation of the beam. In 
figure 5, a schematic spectrum with and without a filter is shown. The maximum energy 
remains unchanged while the total intensity decreases due to the attenuation of the low 
energy photons in the filter. [6] 

 

 

 

Figure 5 - X-ray spectrum with and without a filter employed. The filter change the spectral content of 
the beam.  

 

3.2 Attenuation of X-rays 
In this thesis we looked at how the filtration of a certain table top affects the image quality 
and radiation dose. It is therefore crucial to know what really occurs when the X-rays travel 
through a material, in this case a table top. 

When an X-ray beam passes through a material it might penetrate the material with or 
without interacting with it. In radiological physics there are three major types of interaction 
processes that play an important role, namely photoelectric absorption, Compton scattering 
and pair production. [7] The photoelectric absorption is the dominant interaction process at 
the lower end of the diagnostic range. It is the process in which a photon is completely 
absorbed by an atom and an energetic photoelectron is ejected by the atom in its place. In 
figure 6 an illustration of the different types of occurrences can be seen. 
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Figure 6 - Different types of interactions can occur when X-rays travel through a material. Within the 
diagnostic range of X-rays the most common scenarios are complete transmission (penetration), 

absorption through photoelectric effect and Compton interaction. 

The transmitted photons that reach the detector can be divided into two groups:  

 Primary photons 

 Secondary (scattered) photons  

Primary transmitted X-ray photons have passed through the material without interaction 
and change in direction. 

The amount of primary photons, N, that passes through an object depends on the linear 
attenuation coefficient, µ, and the thickness, x, of the material. This is given by the equation: 

# 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 = 𝑁 ∙ 𝑒−µ𝑥 

Materials have different linear attenuation coefficients, which means that they have 
different abilities to attenuate X-rays. The higher the linear attenuation coefficient, the 
higher the extent of X-ray attenuation. The linear attenuation coefficient is energy 
dependent in a way that it decreases with an increase in photon energy. Thus, the higher the 
energy of the photons, the more photons will be transmitted through the material. The 
attenuation of different materials can be expressed in millimeter aluminum. 

The scattered radiation is different in the way that it has interacted with the patient or table 
top and thus lost some of its energy and changed its direction, a process known as Compton 
effect or Compton scattering. Scattered radiation will not contribute to the image in a good 
manner, but rather reduce the contrast and thus have a negative impact on the image 
quality.  

The amount of scattering is affected by the thickness and type of material that the X-rays 
pass through. [8] In terms of a patient, the thicker the patient the more photons are 
scattered. The probability of Compton scattering is proportional to the physical density of 
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the material and decreases only slightly over the range of photon energies concerned with 
diagnostic radiology. 

 

3.3 Dose units, dose limits and principals of radiation protection 
To quantify the amount of radiation measured in air or absorbed in the body there are 
several definitions and units used depending on which type of radiation that has been used 
and what part of the body that has been exposed.  

 Absorbed dose is the energy deposited per unit mass expressed in the SI unit Gy (1 Gy 
= 1 J kg-1). 

 Equivalent dose incorporates a weighting factor depending on the type of radiation 
used. Equivalent dose is also measured in J kg-1 but given the special name Sievert 
(Sv) to distinguish it from absorbed dose. 

 Kerma (Kinetic Energy Released to Matter) which is closely related to absorbed dose, 
and also measured in grays, with the subtle difference that it is the energy 
transferred per unit mass from photons to electrons, as opposed to absorbed dose 
which is the energy deposited by secondary electrons1.  

Kerma (K) is defined as 

𝐾 =
𝑑𝐸𝑡𝑟

𝑑𝑚
 

where dEtr is the sum of the initial kinetic energies of all the charged particles 
liberated by uncharged particles in a mass dm of a material. The kerma rate (K̇) is 
consequently defined as 

�̇� =
𝑑𝐾

𝑑𝑡
 

where dK is the increment of kerma in the time interval dt. [9] 

 

To define certain Kerma rates at certain measurement sites, two definitions have been 
employed in this thesis. These are defined as EERII (Entrance Exposure Rate at the Image 
Intensifier) and SEER (Surface Entrance Exposure Rate) and can be seen in figure 7.  

                                                           
1
 Secondary electrons are electrons which are generated as ionization products. Their name comes from the 

fact that they are generated by other radiation (primary radiation) 
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Figure 7 - Illustration of the measurement placements to determine EERII and SEER. EERII is a 
measure of the amount of radiation that is transmitted through the patient and table top (and hence 
reaches the image intensifier) while SEER will serve as an approximation of the amount of radiation 

that the patient´s skin is exposed to. 

 

The EERII serves as the input signal to the Automatic brightness control (ABC) logic, which is 
explained in section 3.4. If the EERII is too low, the noise in the image will be too high. If it is 
too high, the patient will be exposed to unnecessary high dose. SEER is very useful for 
assessing the risks of deterministic radiation effects and the European Union has identified 
the skin entrance dose (the SEER at the surface of the skin) to be a quantity to be measured 
as a diagnostic reference level. [10] 

The SEER can be determined by measuring the entrance surface air kerma (Ke), which is the 
Kerma to air measured at the phantom surface on the central beam axis including 
backscattered radiation. Without the backscattered radiation this quantity is reduced to 
incident air Kerma (Ki), which can be used to determine the EERII if measured by the image 
intensifier. Thus, Ke and Ki are related by the backscatter factor (B) and their relationship is 
expressed as: 

Ke = KiB 

The backscatter factor depends on a number of factors including tube voltage and phantom 
material. [9] 
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The dosimeters that were used during this thesis to measure scattered radiation (explained 
in section 4.2.3) are calibrated according to a certain Personal dose equivalent, Hp(d), which 
is used to estimate the equivalent and effective dose at depth d mm in soft tissue of the 
body. Hp(10) is used to estimate the effective dose. For estimation of dose to the skin, hands 
or feet, Hp(0,07) is normally used. [11] 

The C-arm unit that was used during the experiments had the ability to calculate and display 
an estimation of the received dose in the quantity Dose Area Product (DAP). DAP is a 
quantity that is frequently used in assessing the radiation risks. DAP does not only reflect the 
absorbed dose but also the area of the irradiated surface. It is defined as the product of the 
absorbed dose and the irradiated area, expressed in gray square centimeters (Gy · cm2). DAP 
is independent of the distance from the focal spot. The distance factor cancels out since the 
radiation intensity decreases with the inverse square of the distance while the irradiated 
area increases with the square of the distance. A given DAP can therefore originate from a 
high dose over a small field or from a low dose over a large field. 
 

3.4 Automatic brightness control 
Fluoroscopy units are usually operated in automatic brightness control (ABC) mode. As 
thicker patients attenuate more radiation, the transmitted photons to the image intensifier 
might be insufficient to create an image with adequate brightness. The system controls the 
exposure parameters automatically through a feedback system to ensure a predetermined 
brightness and maintains a constant image receptor output signal. The system uses a set of 
algorithms designed to maintain the absorbed energy fluence2 per pixel at the imaging 
detector’s X-ray capture layer using the light emitted from the output phosphor of the image 
intensifier as the input signal for the ABC. [12] If the signal in the image intensifier is lower 
than the preset reference value the system will either increase the voltage to increase 
penetration or increase the amperage to increase the brightness or a combination of both, 
and vice versa if the signal is higher than the reference value. 

 

3.5 Image Quality 
In medical imaging the image quality is a measurement of the images ability in representing 
the features and structure of an object and also the ability in using the images to solve the 
clinical task. Image quality is a term that involves a lot of factors and it can be quantified 
using different parameters. In this thesis, the image quality is determined through 

 Contrast (CO)  

 Modular transfer function (MTF) 

 Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

In this section, the above listed parameters are explained. 

 

 

                                                           
2
 Fluence – the flux integrated over time (total number of particles that intersect a unit area per time interval) 
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3.5.1 Contrast 

Various tissues will attenuate X-rays differently due to the different values of linear 
attenuation coefficient in the material. This variation will correspond to contrast differences 
in the structures that are being imaged. Large differences in linear attenuation coefficients 
between two materials will yield a large contrast difference. Contrast is defined according to 
the below stated formula: 

 

𝐶 =
𝐼𝐴 − 𝐼𝐵

𝐼𝐵
 

where IA is the intensity in the object and IB is the intensity level in the surrounding 
background. 

The resulting contrast depends on the spectrum of the generated X-rays, which in turn is a 
result depending on tube voltage, amount of filtration and the material of the anode.  High 
contrast means that the dark and bright areas of the image are easy to distinguish. [8]  

Higher photon energies will diminish the linear attenuation coefficient, which can be seen in 
figure 8. This means that the contrast will be higher between two materials when using 
photons of lower energies. When it comes to different human soft tissues, the linear 
attenuation coefficients are quite similar between them. This makes them hard to 
distinguish in diagnostic assessments. 

 

 

 

                 Figure 8 - Attenuation coefficients vs photon energy. 
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3.5.2 Spatial Resolution and Modular Transfer Function 

Spatial resolution is the ability to distinguish an object from its surroundings in an image and 
is often mentioned as the limiting resolution, which means the limit of how small an object 
can be and still be visible in the image. 

To get an assessment of the limiting resolution of a system the Point Spread Function (PSF) 
can be used, see figure 9. The Point Spread Function (PSF) is the 2-dimensional system 
response to a point source and gives all the information about the spatial resolution of the 
image system. The full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) is a common reference where the 
limiting resolution is measured. 

 

 

 

Figure 9 - Shows a 2-dimensional Point Spread Function. The ideal case would be that the point source 
in the object resulted in an exact same point in the detector. This is not the case due to the fact that 

there is blurring because of the distance from the point source. The full width half maximum is a 
measure of the resolution of the image system. 

 

A way of obtaining the PSF is through the edge spread function (ESF).  The ESF is the way 
that the system responds to distinct discontinuities i.e. edges. The derivative of the edge 
response gives the Line Spread Function (LSF). The LSF is the system’s response to a cross 
sectional line in the image. [13] See figure 10. 
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Figure 10 – Line spread function and edge response. The derivative of the edge response in figure b 
gives the line spread function (LSF), shown in a. The width of the LSF can be expressed as the FWHM, 

as in the case with PSF. This width us most commonly the 10-90% distance. [13] 

 

The FWHM of the PSF can be used to assess the limiting resolution of the image system. It 
does not, however, give any information about the resolution of objects in different sizes, 
which is why the concept Modular Transfer Function (MTF) often is employed. The Modular 
transfer function (MTF) is way of measuring the performance of an imaging system. The MTF 
measures the transfer of modulation (or contrast) from the object to the image at various 
spatial frequencies. It shows how well a certain spatial frequency is represented in the PSF. 
The MTF at certain amplitudes is expressed in line pairs/mm. 
 
To generate the MTF of the system, one can place a sharp edge in the image and measure 
the edge response. The distance in which the amplitude has risen from 10-90% is a good 
measurement of the spatial resolution. The LSF and MTF can be found by first differentiate 
the edge function and then use one-dimensional FFT. [13] Figure 11 shows the MTF, varying 
spatial frequency and the signal response.  
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Figure 11 - Relationship between varied spatial frequency, signal response and corresponding MTF. 

 

3.5.3 Signal-to-noise Ratio 

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) describes the relationship between signal and noise and is 
calculated as the signal divided by the noise: 

𝑆𝑁𝑅 =  
𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒
 

where P is the power of the signal and background noise respectively. 

The higher the SNR, the better the image contrast. According to a theory by Albert Rose, the 
SNR should be at least between 3-5 for the observer to see details in the image in a reliable 
manner. [8] He also stated a criterion, valid in the low contrast regime, about the human 
perception of detecting difference in contrast. He stated that if the SNR is at least 5, the 
observer should be able to visualize the object. [14] 
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3.6 Trade off between Image Quality and dose 
Fluoroscopic procedures are the largest contribution to staff doses received in the hospitals 
[2, 3]. Therefore, it is crucial to keep the doses during these procedures as low as possible. 
At the same time it is important to keep the diagnostic and interventional image quality at a 
high level. There is always going to be a trade-off between image quality and dose to patient 
and practitioners, and the factors affecting this compromise are presented here. 
 
The most important factors that determine the dose to the patient and practitioners are the 
tube voltage, current, amount of filtration and the screening time. A higher voltage or an 
increase in filtration, i.e. a higher beam quality, results in a more penetrating beam. This 
could result in a reduced skin entrance dose but also a contrast reduction of the image, due 
to the fact that the attenuation coefficient and the difference between them are smaller at 
higher voltages. [15] An increase in amperage means that more photons are used; the 
intensity of the beam is increased.  This yields less noise but at the same time a higher dose 
to the patient. Decreased amperage results in a higher noise in the image and indirectly 
affect the visibility of low contrast objects. [6] It is of importance to optimize the filtration 
and voltage setting depending on the type of examination. 
 
The area of the image should also be kept as low as possible, which means that an 
unnecessary large field of view (FOV) should not be used. The size of the FOV directly affects 
the amount of dose delivered to the patient and also the amount of scattered photons. [16] 
By using collimation, the image quality can also be enhanced. This is because the ABC 
function is trying to optimize the image quality across the whole FOV. An FOV that comprises 
of a smaller range in densities results in a better image.[17] 
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4 Equipment and experimental set up 
Three different studies were carried out: 

1. Relative table top filtration 
2. Kerma rate measurements using phantoms (EERII, SEER and scattered radiation) 
3. Image quality 

The equipment used and the experimental set up for each experiment is described in this 
section. 

4.1 C-arm system 
The C-arm used was a General Electric OEC Fluorostar 7900 digital mobile C-arm situated at 
Karolinska University hospital in Huddinge, Sweden. Table 1 contains the C-arm 
specifications. 

X-ray tube voltage setting range 36 kV to 110 kV (manually selectable) 

Anode current range Maximum 3 mA in fluoroscopy mode (not 
manually selectable) 

Field of view  22 cm when collimator is fully open 

Scintillator material in image intensifier CsI:TI 

Distance focal spot – image intensifier 1000 mm 
Table 1- Specifications for General Electric Fluorostar 7900 

4.2 External Detectors 

4.2.1 Study 1: Relative Table Top Filtration: Multi Purpose Detector 

The multi-purpose detector (MPD) from RTI Electronics is a semi conductor detector that can 
be used for all different types of X-ray systems to measure different parameters such as tube 
voltage, kerma rate and total filtration by the use of several built-in detectors and filters to 
estimate the different parameters. Table 2 contains the MPD specifications. 

Parameter Range Accuracy 

Voltage, fluoroscopy 35 kV to 155 kV ± 2% 

Exposure time 0.1 ms to 9999 s ± 1% or ± 0.5 ms 

Dose rate 0.2 µGy/s to 320 mGy/s ± 5% or ± 0.02 µGy/s 

Total filtration 2.0 mm Al to 40 mm Al ± 10% or ±0.3 mm 
Table 2 - Specifications for RTI Electronics Multi-purpose detector 

4.2.2 Study 2a: Kerma Rate Measurements using Phantoms: T20 – and R100B detector 

Two different types of semi conductor detectors: T20 and R100B, both from RTI Electronics, 
were used in study 2. The main difference between them is the detector size (which can 
affect the ABC), accuracy and sensitivity. The T20 is small enough not to affect the ABC but 
the R100B is more sensitive, see table 3. 
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T20 R100B 

Air kerma rate 27 nGy/s – 500 mGy/s Air kerma rate 1 nGy/s – 76 mGy/s 

Inaccuracy <3% between 50 – 150 
kV 
Not specified for lower 
voltages 

Inaccuracy <3% between 50 – 150 
kV 
<3% between 25 – 35 kV 

Typical sensitivity 8 µC/Gy (radiation 
quality R1) 

Sensitivity 55µC/Gy 

Dimensions 23.5 x 5.6 mm Dimensions 19.8 x 45 mm 

Backscatter Insensitive to 
backscatter 

Backscatter Insensitive to 
backscatter 

Table 3 - Specifications for RTI Electronics T20 and R100B detectors 

4.2.3 Study 2b: Kerma Rate Measurements using Phantoms (Scattered Radiation): 

Raysafe i2 

For the scattered radiation, a system of active dosimeters developed by Unfors, called 
Raysafe i2, was used. It gives real-time information about accumulated personal radiation 
exposure. It is calibrated to measure Hp(10), which is the dose equivalent at a depth of 10 
mm in tissue, according to ISO 40373. Further specifications can be found in table 4 below. 

Operational quantity Hp(10) 

Reproducibility 10 % or 1 µSv, whatever is greatest 

Dose range 1 µSv – 10 Sv 

Dose rate range 40 µSv/h – 300 mSv/h 

Inaccuracy ± 10% between 40 µSv/h to 150 mSv/h 
± 20% between 150 mSv/h to 300 mSv/h 

Angular dependence ± 5% within ±5° 
± 30% within ±50° 
± 200% within ±90° 

Response time Less than 1 s above 100 µSv/h, less than 5 s 
otherwise 

Backscatter Not shielded – sensitive to backscatter 
Table 4 - Specifications for Unfors Raysafe i2 system 

4.2.4 Study 3: Image quality 

No external detectors were used. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
3
 ISO 4037 – X and gamma reference radiation for calibrating dosemeters and dose rate meters and for 

determining their response as a function of photon energy 
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4.3 Experimental set up 
The experimental set up for the different studies is presented in this section. 

Study 1: Relative Table Top Filtration 

 
 

C-arm in standard position. 
A: X-ray tube 
B: Image intensifier 
C: Table top 
D: MPD 

Table 5 - Experimental set up for study 1 

 

 

Study 2a: Kerma Rate Measurements using Phantoms 

 
 

 
 
 

C-arm in inverted position. 
A: X-ray tube 
B: Image intensifier 
C: Table top 
D: T20 or R100B at the center or at the 
periphery of the image intensifier (to be 
outside of the active area of the ABC), or 
between the table and the phantom 
E: PMMA or anthropomorphic phantom 

The PMMA phantom was uniform and large 
enough to fully enclose the beam and image 
intensifier. It consisted of four separate 
30x30 cm plates of thickness 5.25 cm each. 
 
The anthropomorphic phantom consisted of 
materials that resemble a human thorax, 
which yields X-ray attenuation and scattering 
similar to what one might expect in an 
average patient. 

Table 6 - Experimental set up for study 2a 
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Study 2b: Kerma Rate Measurements using Phantoms (Scattered Radiation) 

Same set up as the measurements of study 2a but with an additional anthropomorphic 
phantom (Alderson-Rando) representing the medical personnel in the room, equipped with 
the Raysafe i2 dosimeters. This phantom was used due to the fact that the Raysafe i2 system 
is sensitive to backscatter and an anthropomorphic phantom will provide scattering similar 
to what one might except from an average staff member. 

   
 
 

The Alderson-Rando was placed 50 cm from 
the table top and moved in different angular 
positions (45°, 90°, 135°, 225°, 315°). 0° and 
180° could not be measured due to the 
geometrical properties of the table top’s 
placement in the room and 270° could not 
be measured due to the geometrical 
properties of the system gantry. 

The Alderson-Rando was mounted with 4 
dosimeters on different heights relative the 
floor representing tibia, groin, abdomen and 
head (38 cm, 96 cm, 125 cm and 173 cm). 

Table 7 - Experimental set up for study 2b 
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Study 3: Image Quality 

 

 

 
 

 
C-arm in inverted position. 
A: X-ray tube 
B: Image intensifier 
C: Table top 
D: TOR-10 phantom or stainless steel grid 

The image on top is of Leeds test object TO-
10, which is used for assessing the 
performance of fluoroscopy systems. The 
phantom consists of circular details of 
various contrasts and sizes, facilitating an 
assessment of low contrast detectability. It 
contains a total of 108 details (12 sizes x 9 
contrasts). The sizes range from 11.10 mm to 
0.25 mm, and the threshold contrast range 
from 0.012 to 0.930. 
 
The image at the bottom is a stainless steel 
plate of thickness 0.7 cm that was imaged at 
a slanted angle to determine the edge 
response and the corresponding Modular 
Transfer Function (MTF). 

Table 8 - Experimental set up for study 3 
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5 Methodology and measurements 
The method, the measurements and a description of the workflow used for the three 
different studies is described in this chapter. 

5.1 Study 1: Relative Table Top Filtration 
Before using the MPD to determine the filtration (mm Al) for the table tops, the MPD was 
used to measure the filtration of an aluminum plate of known thickness to ensure that the 
MPD was functioning properly. Two measurements respectively, with the aluminum plate 
placed on the X-ray tube and the image intensifier were acquired. 

The measurements acquired for the table tops are described in table 9 below. All the 
measurements were carried out with the set-up illustrated in table 5, section 4.3. 

Number of 
repetitions 

Table top Acquisition time 
(s) 

Tube voltage 
(kV) 

7 No table top 10 80 

7 imagiQ1 10 80 

7 imagiQ2 10 80 

5 Alphamaquet 3 80 
Table 9 - Measurements acquired for study 1 

The mean filtration was calculated by subtracting the mean filtration without any interfering 
object from the mean filtration with a table top present. The reason why the acquisition 
time was only 3 s for the Alphamaquet was that it was done on a different occasion and 3 s 
was enough for the MPD to evaluate the filtration. 

5.2 Study 2a: Kerma Rate Measurements using Phantoms 
With the setup explained in section 4.3, measurements were acquired using the following 
workflow: 

1. The phantom was positioned at the center of the table top on support pads, to allow 
for a sufficient space between the table and the phantom to position the detector.  

2. The detector was positioned at the center of the phantom entrance surface or the 
image intensifier, depending on the type of measurement. 

3. The table height was adjusted so that the distance between the exit surface of the 
phantom and the image intensifier was as close to 10 cm as possible. 

4. The collimators on the X-ray tube were opened fully. 
5. Measurements of kerma rates, tube voltage and amperage were acquired with the C-

arm operating in ABC mode. This step was repeated 7 times. 
6. Step 5 was repeated for the different ABC modes ‘Chest’ and ‘Standard exposure’ at 

the periphery of the image intensifier.  
 

The worksheet for the experiment is given in appendix IV. 
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Table 10 below describes the measurements that were acquired. 

Number of 
repetitions 
(each table 
top) 

Table top Phantom Detector Detector 
placement 

Acquisition 
time (s) 

ABC 
mode 

7 imagiQ1 
imagiQ2 

PMMA R100B Periphery 10 Standard 
exposure 

7 imagiQ1 
imagiQ2 
Alphamaquet 

PMMA R100B Periphery 10 Chest 

7 imagiQ1 
imagiQ2 

PMMA R100B Center 10 Chest 

7 imagiQ1 
imagiQ2 
Alphamaquet 

PMMA T20 Center 10 Chest 

7 imagiQ1 
imagiQ2 

PMMA R100B Phantom 10 Chest 

7 imagiQ1 
imagiQ2 
Alphamaquet 

PMMA T20 Phantom 10 Chest 

15 imagiQ1 
imagiQ2 

Anthropomorphic T20 Phantom 60 Chest 

Table 10 - Measurements acquired for study 2a 

 

5.3 Study 2b: Kerma Rate Measurements using Phantoms (Scattered 
Radiation) 

With the setup explained in section 4.3, the following measurements were acquired: 

Number of 
repetitions 
(each table 
top) 

Alderson-
Rando 
angle 

Acquisition 
time (s) 

ABC 
mode 

3 45° 60 Chest 

3 90° 60 Chest 

3 135° 60 Chest 

3 225° 60 Chest 

3 315° 60 Chest 
Table 11 - Measurements acquired for study 2b 
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5.4 Study 3: Image Quality 
With the setup explained in section 4.3, the following measurements were acquired: 

Number of 
repetitions 
(each table 
top) 

Table top Phantom Acquisition 
time (s) 

ABC 
mode 

1 imagiQ2 TO-10 10 Off 

1 imagiQ1 TO-10 10 Off 

1 Alphamaquet TO-10 10 Off 

1 imagiQ2 TO-10 10 Chest 

1 imagiQ1 TO-10 10 Chest 

2 imagiQ2 Stainless 
steel 

10 Chest 

2 imagiQ1 Stainless 
steel 

10 Chest 

2 Alphamaquet Stainless 
steel 

10 Chest 

Table 12 - Measurements acquired for study 3 

5.4.1 Low contrast detectability 

A numerical analysis of the contrast (CO) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was conducted. 
These quantities have been estimated by the expressions, proposed by E. Vano et.al.[18]:  
 

𝑆𝑁𝑅 =  
[𝐵𝐺 − 𝑂𝐵𝐽]

√𝑆𝑇𝐷𝑅𝑂𝐼
2 + 𝑆𝑇𝐷𝐵𝐺

2

2

 

 

𝐶𝑂 =
[𝐵𝐺 − 𝑂𝐵𝐽]

𝐵𝐺
 

 
where  

 OBJ is the mean pixel value of the circular detail measured. 

 BG is the background value, which is the mean pixel value in a circular ROI in the 
surrounding area of the corresponding circular detail in the contrast grid. 

 STD is the standard deviation in the background and in the circular detail. 
 
Two details of different sizes and their corresponding background were evaluated. The 
details chosen were the ones with the highest contrast within their group, collected from 
row A and row D in the TO-10 phantom, see figure 12. The specification about the circles 
evaluated are presented in table 13 below. Details about the remaining circles can be found 
in appendix III. 
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Figure 12 - Outlay of the cicles in TO-10 

 

Circle Diameter [mm] Threshold Contrast 

A1 11.1 0.16 

D1 4.0 0.23 

Table 13 - Specification of the chosen circles in the TO-10 phantom 

 

The mean pixel value intensity and the standard deviation was measured in both the circular 
detail and a surrounding area with the same ROI size as the ROI in the circular area, see 
figure 13. The mean value of BG and OBJ was calculated from 10 pixel value measurements 
in each detail and corresponding background using the software Image J. 
 

 
Figure 13- Selecting ROI:s for determination of contrast and SNR 
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5.4.2 Modular Transfer Function 

The images acquired with the stainless steel grid were analyzed using MathWorks MATLAB 
to determine the MTF, which was derived from the ESF, see section 3.5.2. 

5.5 Statistical Significance 
Testing the null hypothesis, in this case being that there is no difference between the mean 
of the samples, was made by a t-test. More specifically a two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-
test.  What the t-test does is that it calculates the means and standard deviations of two 
samples and concludes (with a certain statistical significance) if both samples could have 
been taken from the same population. As the samples are independent between different 
table tops, the unpaired t-test was used. The two tailed t-test was chosen to impose no bias 
as to the direction of a possible difference. A p-value below 0.05 was considered to be 
statistically significant, i.e. the null hypothesis rejected.  
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6 Results 

6.1 Study 1: Relative Table Top Filtration 
The relative table top filtration, the measured kerma rate and the tube voltage are shown in 
table 14 below. 

  Tube 
voltage (kV) 

Total 
filtration 
(mm Al) 

Kerma rate 
(mGy/s) 

imagiQ1 79.33 ± 0.10 0.35 ± 0.02 0.35 ± 0.00 

imagiQ2 79.59 ± 0.16 0.17 ± 0.02 0.37 ± 0.00 

Alphamaquet 81.12 ± 0.09 0.99 ± 0.03 0.09 ± 0.00 
Table 14 - Relative table top attenuation and measured kerma rate 

ImagiQ2 had the lowest filtration, less than half of imagiQ1´s filtration, and the measured 
kerma rate showed that it was approximately 5.7% higher for imagiQ2 compared to 
imagiQ1. This complies well with how filtration of X-rays works – the lower the filtration in a 
material, the more X-rays will pass through it. The Alphamaquet had the highest filtration, 
and one can also see that the ABC increased the tube voltage for it. 

6.2 Study 2: Kerma Rate Measurements using Phantoms 

6.2.1 PMMA Phantom 

The kerma rate at the image intensifier with the PMMA phantom present is displayed in 
table 15 and 15 below. Table 14 shows the results using the R100B detector at the periphery 
of the image intensifier with two different ABC settings: Standard exposure and Chest. Table 
16 shows the results for the ABC setting Chest using both detectors: R100B and T20, at the 
center of the image intensifier. The table tops are now ordered in ascending filtration to 
better demonstrate the relationship between filtration and kerma rate. ImagiQ2 had a 
somewhat higher kerma rate for both Standard exposure and Chest compared to imagiQ1 
(approximately 7.1% and 4.4% respectively). The tube voltage selected by the ABC remained 
the same between imagiQ1 and imagiQ2. However, for the Alphamaquet, the tube voltage 
and current increased. Since the R100B was outside the active area of the ABC, this increase 
was due to the higher table top filtration of the Alphamaquet. Using the R100B at the center 
of the image intensifier led to an increase of the tube voltage and amperage compared to 
the periphery, while they remained approximately the same using the T20 detector. In all 
cases, the previous trend holds true – the higher the filtration, the lower the kerma rate.  

EERII: ABC settings Standard exposure and Chest using the R100B detector at the periphery of 
the image intensifier 

  Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) Kerma rate (µGy/s)  

Standard exposure       

imagiQ2 75 ± 0.0 2.70 ± 0.00 2.40 ± 0.00 

imagiQ1 75 ± 0.0 2.64 ± 0.00 2.24 ± 0.02 

Chest    

imagiQ2 75 ± 0.0 2.67 ± 0.03 2.39 ± 0.00 

imagiQ1 75 ± 0.0 2.70 ± 0.00 2.29 ± 0.01 

Alphamaquet 79 ± 0.0 2.94 ± 0.00 2.24 ± 0.02 

Table 15 - Kerma rate with the PMMA phantom present using the R100B at the periphery of the 
image intensifier 
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EERII: ABC setting Chest using the R100B and T20 detector at the center of the image intensifier 

  Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) Kerma rate (µGy/s)  

R100B       

imagiQ2 78 ± 0.0 2.82 ± 0.00 3.24 ± 0.02 

imagiQ1 78 ± 0.0 2.82 ± 0.00 3.04 ± 0.00 

T20    

imagiQ2 75 ± 0.0 2.7 ± 0.00 2.55 ± 0.03 

imagiQ1 76 ± 0.0 2.7 ± 0.00 2.40 ± 0.03 

Alphamaquet 79 ± 0.0 2.94 ± 0.00 2.35 ± 0.02 

Table 16 - Kerma rate with the PMMA phantom present using the R100B and T20 at the center of the 
image intensifier 

Table 17 displays the kerma rate measured at the surface entrance of the PMMA phantom 
using the two detectors R100B and T20. This was done to get an estimate of the SEER, which 
was calculated according to section 3.3 using backscatter factors according to International 
Atomic Energy Agency. [9] 

SEER: ABC setting Chest using the R100B and T20 detector at the center of the phantom entrance 
surface 

  Tube voltage 
(kV) 

Tube current 
(mA) 

Kerma rate 
(µGy/s)  

Backscatter 
factor 

Resulting SEER 
(µGy/s) 

R100B         

imagiQ2 80 ± 0.0 2.94 ± 0.00 350.29 ± 0.08 1.520 532.44 ± 0.12 

imagiQ1 81 ± 0.0 3.00 ± 0.00 360.29 ± 0.23 1.523 548.72 ± 0.35 

T20      

imagiQ2 76 ± 0.0 2.7 ± 0.00 283.11 ± 0.45 1.504 425.80 ± 0.68 

imagiQ1 76 ± 0.0 2.7 ± 0.00 280.43 ± 0.39 1.504 421.77 ± 0.59 

Alphamaquet 80 ± 0.0 2.94 ± 0.00 227.19 ± 8.04 1.520 345.33 ± 12.22 

Table 17 - Kerma rate measured at the surface entrance of the PMMA phantom 

The kerma rates at the surface entrance of the phantom are about a hundred times higher 
than at the image intensifier. It is less than 1% of the photons that reaches the image 
intensifier and it is this value that controls the ABC. 

For the T20 detector, which has an insignificant impact on the ABC, the previous trend 
concerning filtration and kerma rate is the same. For the R100B detector, one can notice a 
deviation. The imagiQ1 yielded approximately a 2.9% higher kerma rate than the imagiQ2 
despite its higher filtration. But looking at the tube voltage and current, one can see that 
they have increased for imagiQ1. 

The Student’s t-test resulted in all p < 0.01 for all the PMMA phantom measurements 
described above. 

6.2.2 Anthropomorphic Phantom 

For the anthropomorphic phantom, the difference in kerma rate between imagiQ1 and 
imagiQ2 has decreased markedly, as can be seen in table 18. The difference in kerma rate 
was not statistically significant (p=0.91). However, the tube current was somewhat higher 
for imagiQ1.  
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EERII: ABC setting Chest using the T20 detector at the periphery of the image intensifier 

  Tube voltage 
(kV) 

Tube current 
(mA) 

Kerma rate 
(µGy/s)  

DAP/min 
(Gy·cm

2
/min) 

imagiQ2 76.8 ± 0.4 2.76 ± 0.01 2.49 ± 0.08 2.86 ± 0.04 

imagiQ1 76.9 ± 0.5 2.79 ± 0.04 2.48 ± 0.28 2.89 ± 0.06 

Table 18 - Kerma rate and DAP with the anthropomorphic phantom present 

6.2.3 Dose to personnel (scattered radiation) 

The scattered radiation registered by the Raysafe i2 system from the different angular 
positions described in section 4.3 are shown in table 19 below, expressed in Sieverts. The 
comparison of accumulated dose between the imagiQ-tops for different dosimeter 
placements was ambiguous, but the total scattered radiation was 6.2 % higher for imagiQ2.  

imagiQ1: average tube  voltage and 
amperage through continuous 
acquisition for 896.5 s (76.9 kV, 2.80 mA) 

imagiQ2: average tube voltage and 
amperage through continuous 
acquisition for 898.0 s (76.8 kV, 2.76 mA) 

Detector position Accumulated 
dose (µSv) 

Detector position Accumulated 
dose (µSv) 

Head 235  Head 212 

Abdomen 502 Abdomen 550 

Groin 322 Groin 440 

Tibia 657 Tibia 621 

Total 1716 Total 1823 

Table 19 - Scattered radiation registered by the Raysafe i2 system 

6.3 Study 3: Image Quality 

6.3.1 Low Contrast Detectability 

The SNR and CO in the small and large circular detail of the TOR-10 phantom are shown in 
table 20 below. The tube voltage and amperage was locked at 59 kV and 1.64 mA, i.e. the 
ABC was turned off. The values in the table are the average of 10 ROI measurements in the 
detail and corresponding background.  

Low contrast detectability (59 kV, 1.64 mA) 

 SNR (detail D1) SNR (detail A1) CO (detail D1) CO (detail A1) 

imagiQ2 7.21 ± 0.24 5.09 ± 0.03  0.89 ± 0.00  0.63 ± 0.00 

imagiQ1 6.41 ± 0.22 4.59 ± 0.04 0.75 ± 0.01 0.54 ± 0.00 

Alphamaquet 5.47 ± 0.47 3.81 ± 0.04 0.71 ± 0.02 0.48 ± 0.00 

Table 20 - Contrast (CO) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the small (s) and large (l) circular detail 
respectively 

The results clearly showed that the higher the filtration, the lower the resulting SNR and CO. 
The criterion stated by Albert Rose in which an SNR below 5 makes an object 
indistinguishable puts the Alphamaquet and imagiQ1 for the large circular detail in this 
category. ImagiQ2 was the only one with an SNR higher than 5 in the large detail. In the 
small detail, all SNR’s were above 5. The images used for these measurements are found in 
figure 14, and the difference in detectability of the details can be seen with the naked eye. 
 

The Student’s t-test resulted in all p < 0.01 for all the contrast measurements described 
above. 
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Figure 14 - Images of the TOR-10 at 59 kV, 1.64 mA using the different table tops. A)  Alphamaquet B) 
ImagiQ1 C) ImagiQ2 D) Without table 

 

An additional comparison was made between imagiQ1 and imagiQ2 with the ABC turned on, 
resulting in an increase of the tube voltage and amperage for imagiQ1, as expected. The 
values for the SNR and CO in this case are shown in table 21 below. 

Low contrast detectability (ABC on) 

 SNR (detail D1) SNR (detail A1) CO (detail D1) CO (detail A1) 

imagiQ2 (59 kV, 1.64 mA) 7.21 ± 0.24 5.09 ± 0.03 0.89 ± 0.00 0.63 ± 0.00 

imagiQ1 (60 kV, 1.7 mA) 6.63 ± 0.54 5.24 ± 0.08 0.75 ± 0.01 0.54 ± 0.00 

Table 21 - Contrast (CO) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the small (s) and large (l) circular detail 
respectively with ABC turned on 

The CO and SNR were highest for imagiQ2, except the SNR in detail A1, when the ABC chose 
the tube voltage and current for both table tops.   

The Student’s t-test resulted in all p < 0.01 for the contrast measurements described above. 
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6.3.2 Spatial Resolution using MTF 

Table 22 presents the slanted edge technique results. 

Table top Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) MTF @ 10% (lp/mm) 

imagiQ2 45 0,75 1.95 

imagiQ1 45 0,75 1.94 

imagiQ2 46 0,75 1.89 

imagiQ1 46 0,75 1.83 

Alphamaquet 47 0,89 1.92 

Alphamaquet 47 0,89 1.93 

Table 22 - MTF results from slanted edge technique 

The results from the different table tops were similar, where only the imagiQ2 showed a 
slightly better result than imagiQ1 at 46 kV. Two different slanted edge images at 47 kV on 
Alphamaquet gave two values which differed by 0.01 lp/mm, hence the results for the 
imagiQ-tops at 45 kV (1.95 compared to 1.94) cannot be considered significant. 

6.4 Methods of Comparing Table Tops 
Two methods of comparing table tops will be presented here: table score and evaluation 
method considering ABC. 

6.4.1 Table Score 

The first method of comparing table tops is a measurement of the ratio between the 
contrast (CO) or signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio with dose. As both CO and SNR should be high 
and the dose rate low, this number should be as large as possible – a number which we call 
the table score and has the unit 1/Gy. It describes the relationship between different dose 
measurements and the parameters obtained from the image quality assessment. It could be 
considered as a quantification of the trade-off between dose and image quality. 

In table 23, the table score for the three table tops can be seen. The voltage was locked at 59 
kV and the dose measurements are all of the measurements obtained with the PMMA 
phantom and the scattered radiation (the latter one converted into a dose rate instead of 
accumulated dose). The imagiQ2 table top has the highest score in all categories, except for 
the contrast/SEER category where the table tops had an equal score. ImagiQ1 got a higher 
score than Alphamaquet in all categories except for SEER, which can be considered the most 
important dose type to assess patient dose.  

In table 24 the table score for imagiQ1 and imagiQ2 at their respective exposure factors 
decided by the ABC (60 kV and 59 kV respectively) can be seen. ImagiQ2 has the highest 
score here as well except for the score derived from the SNR in the large circular detail, 
together with some of the SEER measurements where the table tops had an equal score. The 
higher SNR score for imagiQ1 is a result of the higher amperage used (1.7 mA compared to 
1.64 mA for the ImagiQ2) as an increase in amperage reduces noise. 
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TABLE SCORE     

Ratio Origin Alphamaquet imagiQ1 imagiQ2 

1. SNR (D1)       
EERII (p) std exp   285,99 300,42 
EERII (p) Chest 244,06 280,37 301,67 
EERII (c) R100   210,92 222,49 
EERII (c) T20 232,24 267,06 282,97 
SEER R100   1,17 1,35 
SEER T20 1,58 1,52 1,69 
Scattered radiation   334,97 355,30 
2. SNR (A1)       
EERII (p) std exp   204,95 212,00 
EERII (p) Chest 169,87 200,92 212,88 
EERII (c) R100   151,15 157,00 
EERII (c) T20 161,64 191,38 199,69 
SEER R100   0,84 0,96 
SEER T20 1,10 1,09 1,20 
Scattered radiation   240,05 250,73 
3. CO (D1)       
EERII (p) std exp   33,50 37,19 
EERII (p) Chest 31,70 32,84 37,35 
EERII (c) R100   24,70 27,54 
EERII (c) T20 30,16 31,28 35,03 
SEER R100   0,14 0,17 
SEER T20 0,21 0,18 0,21 
Scattered radiation   39,23 43,99 
4. CO (A1)       
EERII (p) std exp   24,09 26,07 
EERII (p) Chest 21,52 23,61 26,18 
EERII (c) R100   17,76 19,31 
EERII (c) T20 20,48 22,49 24,56 
SEER R100   0,10 0,12 
SEER T20 0,14 0,13 0,15 
Scattered radiation   28,21 30,84 
    

Table 23 - Table score at 59 kV, 1.64 mA with ABC turned off. The values in the table represent the 
ratio between each of the four image quality parameters with the different dose parameters. The 
larger the value, the better the table score. The calculated value is always multiplied with factor 100. 
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 TABLE SCORE   

Ratio Origin imagiQ1 imagiQ2 
1. SNR (D1)     
EERII (p) std exp 295,94 300,42 
EERII (p) Chest 290,12 301,67 
EERII (c) R100 218,26 222,49 
EERII (c) T20 276,34 282,97 
SEER R100 1,21 1,35 
SEER T20 1,57 1,69 
Scattered radiation 346,62 355,30 
2. SNR (A1)     
EERII (p) std exp 233,63 212,00 
EERII (p) Chest 229,03 212,88 
EERII (c) R100 172,30 157,00 
EERII (c) T20 218,16 199,69 
SEER R100 0,95 0,96 
SEER T20 1,24 1,20 
Scattered radiation 273,64 250,73 
3. CO (D1)     
EERII (p) std exp 33,27 37,19 
EERII (p) Chest 32,62 37,35 
EERII (c) R100 24,54 27,54 
EERII (c) T20 31,07 35,03 
SEER R100 0,14 0,17 
SEER T20 0,18 0,21 
Scattered radiation 38,97 43,99 
4. CO (A1)     
EERII (p) std exp 24,22 26,07 
EERII (p) Chest 23,74 26,18 
EERII (c) R100 17,86 19,31 
EERII (c) T20 22,62 24,56 
SEER R100 0,10 0,12 
SEER T20 0,13 0,15 
Scattered radiation 28,37 30,84 
   

Table 24 - Table score at 60 kV, 1.70 mA for ImagiQ1 and 59 kV, 1.64 mA for ImagiQ2, i.e. ABC turned 
on. The values in the table represent the ratio between each of the four image quality parameters 
with the different dose parameters. The larger the value, the better the table score. The calculated 
value is always multiplied with factor 100. 

 The table score should only be used in normal radiological dose ranges as a dose of zero 
would lead to no radiologic image and the table score would be zero divided by zero. The 
table score could also be adjusted to only be done for a number of predetermined contrasts, 
SNR’s or doses.  

6.4.2 Evaluation Method Considering ABC 

The other method is a rougher and faster method. It is to iteratively irradiate the tables with 
ABC on and in each case choose the table which yields the lowest tube voltage and current 
until one has reached a situation where two tables affect the ABC similarly (yields the same 
tube voltage and current), in that case the table with the highest attenuation is chosen. In 
our experiments, the ABC was always triggered for the Alphamaquet table top compared to 
the imagiQ-tops. However, the comparison between the imagiQ-tops did not always trigger 
the ABC (see table 16 and 17) due to the similarity in attenuation and therefore the imagiQ1 
would be the table to prefer using this method. 
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7 Discussion 
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate how different table tops affected the radiation 
dose and different image quality parameters using kerma rate measurements at different 
locations and different image quality assessment grids. Furthermore, methods of comparing 
table tops have been suggested. What could be seen was that table tops with higher 
attenuation yielded lower kerma rates but also impaired image quality, which is also 
confirmed in a study by Geiser et al. [15]. How the automatic brightness control (ABC) 
reacted with the different table tops played a crucial role in the experiments.  

7.1 Kerma Rate Measurements (Study 1 and 2) 
The kerma rate measured by the MPD with only the table tops present showed that imagiQ2 
gave rise to a kerma rate approximately 6.2 % higher than imagiQ1 (table 15). This is not 
very surprising since the lower attenuation of imagiQ2 allows for a higher transmission of X-
rays, and the tube voltage and current remained constant for both table tops. 

Using the R100B at the periphery of the image intensifier was done because the R100B 
clearly affects the tube voltage and current when used at the center, but it was still 
interesting to use it at the image intensifier since it has better sensitivity and energy 
independency properties than the T20. The previous trend with a little higher kerma rate for 
imagiQ2 compared to imagiQ1 was present also here. Another result in this experiment was 
the fact that the Alphamaquet table top gave rise to a lower kerma rate even though the 
ABC had increased the tube voltage and current. This is probably due to that the filtration in 
the table top outweighs the tube voltage and current. 

Considering that the tube voltage and current increased for imagiQ1 during the SEER 
measurements raises the question why the same change did not occur for the EERII (at the 
center) measurements (table 17 compared to table 16). This is probably due to the fact that 
when the R100B is placed under the phantom it occupies a larger area of the beam, and that 
this together with the higher attenuation of imagiQ1 compared to imagiQ2, was enough to 
set off the ABC.  

For the Alphamaquet, a greater difference was seen compared to the imagiQ-tops at the 
surface of the phantom than at the image intensifier. This is due to the fact that more 
photons are attenuated in the Alphamaquet and that the remaining photons have a higher 
average energy, i.e. beam hardening, than for the imagiQ-tops. These high-energetic 
photons have a higher probability of penetrating the patient and reaching the image 
intensifier.   

When looking at the measurements made with the anthropomorphic phantom (table 18) it 
was seen that imagiQ2 had a statistically insignificant higher kerma rate. However, with a 
higher tube voltage and current for imagiQ1, an equal kerma rate could be considered 
consistent with previous results where imagiQ2 always had a higher kerma rate with similar 
values of tube voltage and current.   

The difference in kerma rate was lower with the anthropomorphic phantom than with the 
PMMA phantom, as mentioned in the results. The smaller difference can be explained by the 
higher tube voltage and current for imagiQ1. This could be explained by the fact that the 
PMMA and the anthropomorphic phantom did not have the same attenuation and that this 
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difference was enough to trigger the ABC in the imagiQ1-case. Another explanation could be 
that difficulties in placing the anthropomorphic phantom at the exact same location lead to 
different beam qualities due to the heterogeneous properties of the phantom. 

In the same experiment it was seen that the kerma rate measurements were inconsistent 
with the DAP values collected from the C-arm unit. The DAP values are based on the tube 
voltage and current as the ionizing chamber is placed directly after the X-ray tube, as 
mentioned in section 4.3 DAP is a good estimation of dose when the only varying parameter 
is the patient i.e. when only one specific table is used. However, when comparing different 
table tops, one can end up with a situation where a greater DAP-value (due to higher tube 
voltage and current) yields a lower dose since more photons are absorbed in the table. This 
realization concludes that the use of DAP-values does not comply well with the actual dose 
when comparing different table tops. The initial study conducted at the Shoreline Surgical 
Associates Clinic concluded that the dose was lower for imagiQ2 by using the recorded value 
from the C-arm, a result that was probably due to different tube voltage and current (they 
used a newer C-arm which probably had a more sensitive ABC function).  

As mentioned in the theory, the incident air kerma rate which has been measured at the 
image intensifier and at the entrance of the phantom surface can serve as a good indicator 
of dose to the patient. However, the actual energy imparted in the patient can differ from 
the measured results, as the detectors used detect photons equally over a wide energy 
range while the probability of a photon being absorbed in the patient is higher at lower 
energies.  

As the probability of scattered radiation is relatively constant over the range of photon 
energies used in radiology, and the thickness of the imagiQ-tops are almost the same, the 
remaining factor affecting the scattered radiation is mostly the attenuation. However, in a 
fluoroscopic setting the patient is the number one object creating scattered radiation as the 
thickness and the attenuation of the patient is much greater than the surgical tables. It is 
therefore not surprising that we saw an approximately 6% increase in total scattered 
radiation for imagiQ2 since this table top has a better transmission of X-rays. The 6% 
increase was consistent with earlier measurements that showed that the difference in kerma 
rate after the table top was also around 6%. It is worth remembering that the added 
filtration due to the higher attenuation of the other table tops could be added at the X-ray 
tube for tables with lower attenuation. This would lead to the same filtration and probably 
less scattering as the filtration is placed at the X-ray tube in a scatter free geometry.   

Even though passive dosimeters generally have lower uncertainties than active dosimeters, 
active dosimeters have the advantage of real-time read-outs and were therefore chosen to 
be used due to their simplicity [19]. The Raysafe i2 system has a very large angular 
dependency which was not accounted for during the measurement of scattered radiation 
which makes the measurements at the head and tibia more uncertain. 
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7.2 Image Quality (Study 3) 
The Alphamaquet table top showed a reduced image quality, which was expected due to its 
higher attenuation and the consequential beam hardening. This resulted in higher difference 
in both SNR and contrast in the comparison between imagiQ2/Alphamaquet than 
imagiQ2/imagiQ1. Higher attenuation yields a higher average energy of the beam, which 
results in a reduced ability to detect small contrast differences. 

The results of the MTF of the three table tops showed a similar spatial resolution expressed 
in MTF. The MTF is dependent on a large amount of factors, taking the whole system into 
consideration, and changing the tables may not be such a large contributor to a changed 
value in spatial resolution according to the MTF. 

It is always important to find the right balance between image quality and applied dose, as 
both the justification and optimization principle suggest. However, it is very difficult to 
discuss image quality in absolute numbers as the image quality always should be discussed in 
combination with the diagnostic or interventional task at hand. For a specific diagnostic task 
a very low degree of image quality might suffice while for another task a high degree of 
image quality is needed. If the image quality in a specific task happens to be so low that a 
new image acquisition has to be made, unnecessary dose has been incurred to the patient. 
This is what the ABC function tries to avoid by always having a relatively constant number of 
photons reaching the image intensifier. But as the name suggest, the ABC controls 
brightness in the image, and not necessarily contrast.  

An improvement to the evaluation that can be made is to make measurements between the 
PMMA plates in order to evaluate the different table tops ability to filter different photon 
energies. Additional improvements could be measurement for larger number of ABC 
settings, using different C-arm units and extract a larger number of images using the same 
tube voltage and current.  

 

7.3 Methods of Comparing Table Tops 
The table score is a time consuming method but gives a lot of data regarding the trade-off 
between different image quality parameters and radiation dose. The evaluation method 
considering ABC relies on the C-arm working in small enough ABC-increments that when it 
no longer reacts to the different attenuation, the image quality is considered to be similar 
enough for it to be outweighed by the winnings in dose reduction. Furthermore, since the 
method considering ABC is based on eliminating tables with the highest tube voltage it 
contributes to lowering the energy consumption which is important for the ecological 
sustainability.     

Both of these methods might be considered to benefit the image quality over the radiation 
dose but it should be remembered that the lower filtration in the low-attenuation table tops 
could always be adjusted by adding filtration to the X-ray tube, something that does not 
apply the other way around. This offers a higher flexibility when it comes to balancing the 
image quality versus the radiation dose.  

When choosing which table to procure, there are other factors and functions that come into 
play. This thesis only covered the aspect of the filtrating effect of the table tops, while the 
assessment of a surgical table involves many other factors that will contribute to the final 
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assessment such as maneuvering abilities, applicability in different examinations, durability 
and price. 

 

7.4 Final Reflections 
The methods proposed can be useful when evaluating a new table top or when new models 
are being developed. If a certain degree of known contrast is needed for a specific task, then 
the question of what table top to choose is easy. The table which yields that specific degree 
of contrast with the lowest possible dose is preferred. But discussing the table tops in 
general is more difficult since the image quality is dependent on the clinical task. Minimizing 
radiation dose which is also stated in the ALARA principle is not only important for the 
general health of the population but also important from an economical perspective as 
health care is costly. To always try to minimize the radiation doses and the number of 
examinations is important from a societal point of view as unnecessary doses are hazardous 
for patients and personnel. 

When the fluoroscopy unit is operated in ABC-mode the different table top attenuations 
might trigger it to modify the exposure settings. Whether the ABC is triggered or not plays a 
crucial role in the assessment of the dose and image quality. The evaluation principle tree in 
figure 15, has been developed to serve as guidance for comparing the table tops with 
respect to the ABC-function. 
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Figure 15 – Evaluation principle tree 

  

Radiation dose should be evaluated with the ABC turned on in order to see if the different 
table tops have different effects on it. It is also in this mode that the fluoroscopy units are 
operated in, in most clinical applications. If the ABC is triggered, the different tube voltage 
and current will be evaluated and that is why DAP is retrieved in this step. If it is not 
triggered, the tube voltage and current (and hence DAP) will remain constant, but there 
could still be a difference in the amount of photons to the phantom and image intensifier 
due to the difference in table top filtration. This happens when the attenuation of the table 
tops are similar enough not to cause the ABC to react. 

The image quality grids used in this thesis are optimized to be used without a patient 
phantom present. This led to the difficulty that there were situations where the ABC reacted 
with only the grids but not with a phantom, due to the diminished importance of the table 
top in terms of total attenuation. Therefore, if it is noticed that the ABC has not reacted in 
the dose assessment, the tube voltage should be locked for the image quality assessment. 

If one is comparing two tables with very dissimilar attenuation there will be a difficulty in 
finding fair suitable tube voltage setting for the image quality assessment grids. The 
recommendation is therefore to let the ABC choose the tube voltage and current and do the 
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image quality assessment as such, even though it is not the most appropriate voltage for the 
grids.  

With this in mind, one can notice that the table score for Alphamaquet should have been 
done with the ABC on according to the evaluation principle tree. However, with the ABC on 
for the Alphamaquet table top the voltage would have increased which would have led to an 
even lower contrast. Furthermore the table score with ABC on between the imagiQ-tops was 
redundant as the ABC did not react with a patient phantom present. 
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8 Conclusions 
A higher attenuation/filtration or a higher tube voltage may lead to a lower dose but also a 
reduction in image quality. The Alphamaquet table top, which had the highest attenuation 
gave rise to the lowest kerma rates and lowest image quality. The table top with the lowest 
attenuation, the imagiQ2, resulted in the highest kerma rates and the best image quality. 
The experiments have shown that the different table tops affect the contrast and signal-to-
noise ratio but that the spatial resolution derived from the MTF was similar between the 
table tops. 

As the principles of radiation protection suggest, justification and optimization should always 
be employed. The difficulty lies in finding the right balance between image quality and 
applied dose. Two methods have been proposed when selecting an appropriate table top. 
The first one could be considered as a quantification of the trade-off between image quality 
and radiation dose that is always present during radiological procedures. The other one is a 
quicker and coarser method to easily eliminate table tops and when the ABC logic cannot 
differentiate between two table tops, one might consider choosing the table top with higher 
attenuation as it filters out more low energetic photons. These methods have not been 
externally validated.  

Different attenuation of table tops used in C-arm fluoroscopy procedures should be 
investigated with regards to the automatic brightness control (ABC) logic of the C-arm unit. It 
is always a combination of equipment that will interact and serve as a whole system. 
Depending on the fluoroscopic unit being used and its ABC-sensitivity, different conclusions 
can be drawn about a certain table. The preferred tube voltage, current and resulting image 
quality is task dependent, which makes it hard to generalize in the selection of a certain 
table top. 
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Appendix I – RTI Electronics: MPD, T20 and R100B 
MPD (to measure filtration) 
The multi-purpose detector (MPD) is a universal detector that can be used for all different types of 
X-ray systems and can measure different parameters such as tube voltage, dose rate, total filtration 
and half-value layer (HVL) by the use of several built-in detectors and filters to estimate the different 
parameters. It contains four separate detectors and one moveable filter package that can occupy sic 
different positions which will give a different combination of filters for the detectors. By using the 
signals from the four detectors the MPD can calculate for instance the tube voltage. Further 
specifications can be found in figure 16. 

 
 
Figure 16 - Specifications for MPD from RTI electronics Barracuda product manual 
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T20 (to measure SEER) 
The T20 is a solid state detector developed mainly to measure patient skin dose. It is small enough 
not to have any effect on the system output and it does not disturb the X-ray beam. It is shielded and 
does not account for backscattered radiation. Therefore it will be used to measure incident air kerma 
and has to be modified with an appropriate backscatter factor to represent the SEER.  
The T20 has a flat energy response in the radiographic range with no need for correction factors. It 
measures dose rates in the range 27 nGy/s to 500 mGy/s and has an inaccuracy of less than 3% 
between 50 – 150 kV. Further specifications can be found in table 25 below. 

 

SPECIFICATIONS T20  

Typical energy dependence +1.6 to -0.4 % (radiation quality R1) 
 +1.9 to -1.5 % (radiation quality RQR) 
Air kerma (Dose) 700 pGy – 10 kGy (with Barracuda or 

Piranha) 
Air kerma rate (Dose rate) 27 nGy/s – 500 mGy/s 
Inaccuracy < 3 % between 50 – 150 kV 
Typical sensitivity 8 µC/Gy (factor=125 kGy/C) (radiation 

quality R1) 
Cable length 200 cm 
Minimum cable bend radius 30 mm (Ø60 mm) 
Sensitive volume This is marked by a rectangle on the 

red label by a line on the side of the 
metallic case. 

Dimensions 35 x 320 x 6.0 mm (metal 23.5 x 5.6 
mm) 

Weight  Approx. 75 g 
Operating temp. and humidity -10°C to +50°C at <85% relative 

humidity 
Temperature and air pressure Insensitive, no TP correction is 

necessary 
Back scatter / Angular dependence Insensitive to backscatter, will measure 

the same independent of what is 
behind the T20. Very close to ideal 
Cosine (flat sensor). 

Table 25 - Above specification are valid for + 18°C to + 23°C at <80% relative humidity, taken from the 
RTI electronics product manual for T20 and reproduced here. 

 
 
R100B (to measure EERII)  
The R100B is a solid state detector mainly developed for low dose rate measurements to the image 
intensifier. The main part of the detector is a PIN semiconductor which produces a current 
proportional to the intensity of the X-rays. It is small in order to minimize interference with the ABC, 
but not as small as the T20 as to not interfere at all. It is shielded and does not account for 
backscattered radiation. It measures dose rates in the range 1nGy/s to 76 mGy/s and has an 
inaccuracy of less than 3% between 50 – 150 kV. 
The diode responds differently to X-rays with different spectral content which is solved by an energy 
filter that compensates for the energy dependence. Further specification can be found in table 26 
below.  
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SPECIFICATIONS R100  

Energy dependence +1 to -7 % (radiation quality R2 {A}) 
 +1 to -1.5 % (radiation quality R1 {B}) 
 +7 to -10 % (radiation quality M1 {D} 
Inaccuracy < 3 % between 50 – 150 kV 
 < 3 % between 25 – 35 kV 
Typical conversion factor and R1 {B} 18 kGy/C (radiation quality R2 {A}) 
 36 kGy/C (radiation quality M1 {D}) 
Cable length 2.0 m 
Dimensions (detector housing) 19.8 x 45.0 x 7.4 mm  
Weight  Approx. 85 g 
Operating temp. and humidity -10°C to +50°C at <85% relative 

humidity 
Table 26 - Above specification are valid for + 18°C to + 23°C at <80% relative humidity, taken from the 

RTI electronics product manual for R100 and reproduced here. 
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Appendix II – Unfors: Raysafe i2 System 
 

Unfors Raysafe i2 system (to measure scattered radiation) 
The Raysafe i2 is an active dosimeter, i.e. it gives the user direct feedback with the dosage displayed, 
as opposed to passive dosimeters where the data is collected after the measurement is over. It is 
used to give real-time information about accumulated personal radiation exposure. 

The dosimeters consist of four semiconductor detectors with different filtrations and send the data 
wirelessly to a monitor for evaluation where parameters as personal dose equivalent are shown. The 
Raysafe is calibrated to measure Hp(10), which is the dose equivalent at a depth of 10 mm in tissue, 
according to ISO 40374 in a N-80-spectrum on ICRU’s5 body phantom. [19]  

The dosimeters are not shielded on the backside which allow them to pick up back scattered 
radiation from the practitioner. They measure dose rates in the range 40 μSv/h to 150 mSv/h with 
the accuracy of ±10 % and 150 mSv/h to 300 mSv/h with the accuracy of ±20 %. The dose range is 1 
μSv-10 Sv. Further specifications can be found in table 27 below. 

SPECIFICATIONS Raysafe i2 system  

Operational Quantity* Hp(10) 
Reproducibility 10 % or 1 µSv, whatever is greatest 
Dose Rate Range 40 µSv/h – 300 mSv/h 
Energy dependence X-/γ-rays ± 20% within N40 – N100 
 ± 30% within N100 – N120   
Angular dependence ± 5% within ±5° 
 ± 30% within ±50° 
 ± 200% within ±90° 
Temperature dependence ± 5% within 20-26° 
 ± 25% within 15-35° 
Battery voltage dependence ± 2% from fully charged until low 

battery shutdown 
Response time Less than 1 s above 100 µSv/h, less 

than 5 s otherwise 
Position on body** On torso outside lead apron 
  
*) Hp(10): Personal dose equivalent at a 
depth of 10 mm according to ISO 4037. 

 

  
**) Position on body: The Hp(10) 
measurement is only valid for a 
position on the torso outside any lead 
apron or other protection. (To estimate 
effective dose to user, one must use 
other means to estimate things like the 
environmental radiation situation and 
the effectiveness of protection.) 

 

Table 27 - Above specifications are reproduced from the Raysafe i2 system's user manual.  

                                                           
4
 ISO 4037 – X and gamma reference radiation for calibrating dosemeters and dose rate meters and for 

determining their response as a function of photon energy 
5
 ICRU – International Commission on Radiation Units & Measurements 
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Appendix III – TO-10 phantom specification  
 

 

Table 28 - TO.10 detail sizes and contrasts (nominal values) 
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Appendix IV – Worksheet for Dose Measurements 
SET-UP 

Date: ________ Standard position ❑ Inverted position ❑ 

1. X-ray equipment 

X-ray unit and model: ____________________ Anti-scatter grid: ❑ Yes   ❑ No   

Image intensifier model: __________________ 

2a. Dosimeter for SEER 

Dosimeter model: ____________________  Measurement unit: __________ 

Shielded against backscattering: ❑ Yes   ❑ No 

2b. Dosimeter for EERII 

Dosimeter model: ____________________  Measurement unit: __________ 

Shielded against backscattering: ❑ Yes   ❑ No 

3. Phantom 

Water ❑   PMMA ❑ width: ____ mm 

Anthropomorphic ❑    model: __________ 

Phantom to intensifier distance: ____ mm        Phantom to focal spot: ____ mm 

4. Table 

Table model: ____________________ 

 

READINGS 

Selected 
option 

Manual or 
automatic 
mode 

Tube 
voltage 
(kV) 

Tube 
current 
(mA) 

SEER dosimeter 
readings 
(µGy/s) 

Mean 
SEER 
(µGy/s) 

EERII dosimeter 
readings 
(µGy/s) 

Mean 
EERII 
(µGy/s) 

Correcti
on 
factor 

DAP/s 
(mGy/s) 
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Appendix V – Worksheet for Image Quality 
SET-UP 

Date: ________ Standard position ❑ Inverted position ❑ 

1. X-ray equipment 

X-ray unit and model: ____________________ Anti-scatter grid: ❑ Yes   ❑ No   

Image intensifier model: __________________  

Added filtration: ❑ Yes   ❑ No  Material: ___________ thickness: ____ mm 

2. Dosimeter for EERII 

Dosimeter model: ____________________  Measurement unit: __________ 

Shielded against backscattering: ❑ Yes   ❑ No 

3. Phantom  ❑ Yes   ❑ No   

Water ❑   PMMA ❑ width: ____ mm 

Anthropomorphic ❑    model: __________ 

Phantom to intensifier distance: ____ mm        Phantom to focal spot: ____ mm 

4. Table 

Table model: ____________________ 

 

READINGS 

Selected 
option 

Manual or 
automatic 
mode 

Type of 
grid 

Tube 
voltage 
(kV) 

Tube 
current 
(mA) 

EERII dosimeter 
readings 
(µGy/s) 

Mean 
EERII 
(µGy/s) 

DAP/s 
(mGy/s) 
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Appendix VI – Data from Measurements 
 

Study 1 

 
Utan bord 

     

 
Rörspänning Exp.tid Dos Dosrat Totfilt HVL 

 
kV ms mGy mGy/s mmAl mmAl 

 
79,42559052 9742,238 0,410606 0,42147 4,004874 3,537774 

 
79,51751709 9465,019 0,397633 0,420108 4,032227 3,55496 

 
79,48902893 9731,859 0,410059 0,421358 4,084174 3,578151 

 
79,52059937 9555,764 0,401928 0,420613 3,982127 3,531285 

 
79,35762787 10236,15 0,429915 0,419997 4,072958 3,566813 

 
79,42762756 9737,234 0,410138 0,421206 4,028746 3,549186 

 
79,43621063 9948,858 0,41764 0,419787 4,086297 3,576706 

Average 79,45345742 977,3875 0,411131 0,420648 4,041629 3,556411 

Standard deviation 0,054512797 23,64591 0,009743 0,000649 0,037669 0,017011 

       
       

 
ImagiQ1 

     

 
Rörspänn Exp.tid Dos Dosrat Totfilt HVL 

 
kV ms mGy mGy/s mmAl mmAl 

 
79,38540649 9953,563 0,348531 0,350157 4,383671 3,710812 

 
79,43045044 9767,458 0,341151 0,349273 4,370622 3,707107 

 
79,4460144 9737,234 0,34074 0,349935 4,374154 3,709442 

 
79,27368164 10256,34 0,358381 0,349423 4,382469 3,70491 

 
79,10785675 9737,194 0,34081 0,350008 4,427114 3,716857 

 
79,33023071 9858,208 0,344701 0,349659 4,393162 3,712417 

 
79,33490753 9747,238 0,340611 0,349444 4,412979 3,721507 

Average 79,32979257 986,5319 0,344989 0,3497 4,392024 3,711864 

Standard deviation 0,099475329 16,47259 0,005716 0,000293 0,018063 0,004952 

       

       

 
Imagiq2 

     

 
Rörspänn Exp.tid Dos Dosrat Totfilt HVL 

 
kV ms mGy mGy/s mmAl mmAl 

 
79,52419281 10447,87 0,387099 0,370505 4,211685 3,639145 

 
79,63159943 10256,32 0,380636 0,371123 4,190629 3,634452 

 
79,35012054 10054,69 0,372732 0,370705 4,277947 3,661311 

 
79,53980255 10145,43 0,376199 0,370807 4,269055 3,666233 

 
79,63359833 9741,933 0,361273 0,370844 4,226838 3,651276 

 
79,93693542 10246,27 0,379909 0,370778 4,117985 3,614789 

 
79,52081299 10074,83 0,372997 0,370226 4,200721 3,633926 

Average 79,59100887 1013,819 0,375835 0,370713 4,213551 3,643019 

Standard deviation 0,155389734 19,02617 0,007039 0,000244 0,046409 0,01545 
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Alphamaquet 
     

 

Rörspänn Exp.tid Dos Dosrat Totfilt HVL 

 

kV ms mGy mGy/s mmAl mmAl 

 
81,24888611 1060,427 0,250172 0,235917 - - 

 
81,07073975 3685,746 0,326284 0,088526 5,192015 4,142077 

 
81,1156311 3415,063 0,302443 0,088561 5,057552 4,089148 

 
81,1872406 3944,8 0,349358 0,088562 5,000915 4,069262 

 
81,09062195 3545,13 0,312691 0,088203 5,097833 4,104513 

 
80,9801178 3676,666 0,32566 0,088575 5,111392 4,104306 

Average 81,08887024 3653,481 0,323287 0,088485 5,091941 4,101861 

Standard deviation 0,067159137 176,0843 0,015755 0,000142 0,063081 0,023894 

       

       

 

Utan bord Alphamaquet 
    

 

Rörspänn Exp.tid Dos Dosrat Totfilt HVL 

 

kV ms mGy mGy/s mmAl mmAl 

 
80,33074951 2965,997 0,480235 0,161914 4,081383 3,616304 

 
80,30889893 3306,73 0,534226 0,161557 4,096728 3,622531 

 
80,24972534 3435,757 0,555658 0,161728 4,106104 3,624123 

 
80,26815033 3135,38 0,468013 0,149268 4,110901 3,627275 

 
80,30101776 3364,69 0,54334 0,161483 4,084586 3,616399 

 
80,21497345 3235,666 0,522734 0,161554 4,118308 3,628213 

 
            

Average 80,27891922 3240,703 0,517368 0,159584 4,099668 3,622474 

Standard deviation 0,039010299 155,1129 0,032322 0,004616 0,01345 0,00472 
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Study 2a 

IMAGIQ2 

Table top imagiQ2 
Detector R100B 
Detector placement EERII periphery 
ABC mode Standard exposure 
 Kerma rate (µGy/s)  Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) 
 2,408384249 75 2,7 
 2,404773206 75 2,7 
 2,393642374 75 2,7 
 2,393324009 75 2,7 
 2,409026417 75 2,7 
 2,393324009 75 2,7 
 2,402118891 75 2,7 
    
Table top imagiQ2 
Detector R100B 
Detector placement EERII periphery 
ABC mode Chest 
 Kerma rate (µGy/s)  Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) 
 2,391727015 75 2,7 

 2,395800517 75 2,7 

 2,393106237 75 2,7 

 2,389982122 75 2,7 

 2,398621492 75 2,64 

 2,38300418 75 2,64 

 2,386312082 75 2,64 

    
Table top imagiQ2 
Detector R100B 
Detector placement EERII center 
ABC mode Chest 
 Kerma rate (µGy/s)  Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) 
 3,278688535 78 2,82 

 3,25973124 78 2,82 

 3,255599556 78 2,82 

 3,246700274 78 2,82 

 3,213532076 78 2,82 

 3,229804606 78 2,82 

 3,211444076 78 2,82 

  
 
 
 
 
 

  

Table top imagiQ2 
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Detector R100B 
Detector placement SEER 
ABC mode Chest 
 Kerma rate (µGy/s)  Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) 
 350,2730847 80 2,94 

 350,2371363 80 2,94 

 350,4822675 80 2,94 

 350,3261547 80 2,94 

 350,2695003 80 2,94 

 350,2659159 80 2,94 

 350,2075563 80 2,94 

    
Table top imagiQ2 
Detector T20 
Detector placement SEER 
ABC mode Chest 
 Kerma rate (µGy/s)  Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) 
 283,7515961 76 2,7 

 283,6501715 76 2,7 

 283,4638523 76 2,7 

 282,6801043 76 2,7 

 282,8116831 76 2,7 

 282,6531517 76 2,7 

 282,7815637 76 2,7 

    
Table top imagiQ2 
Detector T20 
Detector placement EERII center 
ABC mode Chest 
 Kerma rate (µGy/s)  Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) 
 2,606935872 75 2,7 

 2,530965587 75 2,7 

 2,601241995 75 2,7 

 2,538960885 75 2,7 

 2,53784212 75 2,7 

 2,508728937 75 2,7 

 2,540703332 75 2,7 

 2,538861107 75 2,7 

 2,539073714 75 2,7 
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IMAGIQ1 

Table top imagiQ1 
Detector R100B 
Detector placement EERII periphery 
ABC mode Standard exposure 
 Kerma rate (µGy/s)  Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) 
 2,19752811 75 2,64 

 2,241961854 75 2,64 

 2,24974305 75 2,64 

 2,24879176 75 2,64 

 2,245095484 75 2,64 

 2,260581888 75 2,64 

 2,247927877 75 2,64 

    
Table top imagiQ1 
Detector R100B 
Detector placement EERII periphery 
ABC mode Chest 
 Kerma rate (µGy/s)  Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) 
 2,284438642 75 2,7 

 2,278097295 75 2,7 

 2,287785422 75 2,7 

 2,283241033 75 2,7 

 2,288511872 75 2,7 

 2,28961079 75 2,7 

 2,299921104 75 2,7 

    
Table top imagiQ1 
Detector R100B 
Detector placement EERII center 
ABC mode Chest 
 Kerma rate (µGy/s)  Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) 
 3,037856553 78 2,82 

 3,035781876 78 2,82 

 3,038754556 78 2,82 

 3,041797109 78 2,82 

 3,037557219 78 2,82 

 3,040408643 78 2,82 

 3,043441952 78 2,82 

 3,047166639 78 2,82 

    
Table top imagiQ1 
Detector R100B 
Detector placement SEER 
ABC mode Chest 
 Kerma rate (µGy/s)  Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) 
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 360,1832871 81 3 

 360,647867 81 3 

 360,6514862 81 3 

 360,0073035 81 3 

 360,1778235 81 3 

 360,1776147 81 3 

 360,1859319 81 3 

    
Table top imagiQ1 
Detector T20 
Detector placement SEER 
ABC mode Chest 
 Kerma rate (µGy/s)  Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) 
 280,0818326 76 2,7 

 279,7860326 76 2,7 

 280,5729996 76 2,7 

 281,0270699 76 2,7 

 280,3463125 76 2,7 

 280,3769887 76 2,7 

 280,832277 76 2,7 

    
Table top imagiQ1 
Detector T20 
Detector placement EERII center 
ABC mode Chest 
 Kerma rate (µGy/s)  Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) 
 2,405120662 76 2,7 

 2,37412556 76 2,7 

 2,349275104 76 2,7 

 2,373298517 76 2,7 

 2,419221455 76 2,7 

 2,398464076 76 2,7 

 2,418673356 76 2,7 

 2,426422063 76 2,7 

 2,443397934 76 2,7 

 

ALPHAMAQUET 

Table top Alphamaquet 
Detector T20 
Detector placement SEER 
ABC mode Chest 
 Kerma rate (µGy/s)  Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) 
 206,3287665 79 2,94 

 225,9995487 80 2,94 

 230,6627823 80 2,94 

 230,9475158 80 2,94 

 230,9856566 80 2,94 
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 230,8339809 80 2,94 

 230,8137447 80 2,94 

 230,9144733 80 2,94 

    
Table top Alphamaquet 
Detector T20 
Detector placement EERII center 
ABC mode Chest 
 Kerma rate (µGy/s)  Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) 
 2,397101983 80 2,94 

 2,345091221 80 2,94 

 2,342695459 80 2,94 

 2,340381803 80 2,94 

 2,34809707 80 2,94 

 2,361533401 80 2,94 

 2,326393838 80 2,94 

    
Table top Alphamaquet 
Detector R100B 
Detector placement EERII periphery 
ABC mode Chest 
 Kerma rate (µGy/s)  Tube voltage (kV) Tube current (mA) 
 2,277909837 79 2,94 

 2,243539952 79 2,94 

 2,233127414 79 2,94 

 2,234771985 79 2,94 

 2,237600708 79 2,94 

 2,225319845 79 2,94 

 2,229311785 79 2,94 
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Study 2b 
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